THE ELIZABETH LINE

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE TO LONDON’S
TRANSPORT NETWORK FOR A GENERATION

The Elizabeth line is the most
significant addition to London’s
transport network in a generation.
The new railway will transform life
and travel in London and the South East,
reduce journey times, create additional
capacity, transform accessibility and
provide a huge economic boost.
The new railway being delivered by
Crossrail Ltd runs for over 100km
through central London from Shenfield
and Abbey Wood in the east to Reading
and Heathrow in the west and has a
total of 41 stations including 10 major
new stations. The Elizabeth line will
connect London’s main employment
centres and support new journeys
through central London out to Essex,
Buckinghamshire and Berkshire.

The Elizabeth line

The new railway will be part of the
Transport for London (TfL) network and
has interchanges with the London
Underground, DLR, London Overground
and National Rail services. When fully
open, the Elizabeth line will increase
central London’s rail capacity by 10 per
cent. Elizabeth line services are expected
to commence in the first half of 2022.
London needs the Elizabeth line
more than ever. The new railway
will be crucial to London’s recovery
from the pandemic, helping avoid a
car-led recovery by providing new
journey options, cutting journey times,
and supporting regeneration across
the capital.

Thank you to the estimated 75,000 people
who have helped deliver the Elizabeth line.
Paddington Elizabeth line station
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HISTORY OF THE ELIZABETH LINE

ELIZABETH LINE

The Elizabeth line
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OPENING THE NEW RAILWAY
The Elizabeth line will launch in the first half of 2022 with services from Paddington
to Abbey Wood. Services from Reading and Heathrow to Paddington mainline, and
from Shenfield to Liverpool Street mainline will be rebranded from TfL Rail to the
Elizabeth line.

Later in 2022

First half of 2022

When the Elizabeth line opens it will operate as three separate railways.
Customers from the west will initially need to change at Paddington for services
into the central section of the route, and customers from the east will need to
change at Liverpool Street. The service in the central section between
Paddington and Abbey Wood will be 12 trains per hour, all day.

A revised plan for an earlier full opening of the Elizabeth line has been developed.
The latest plans ensure that Elizabeth line services from Reading, Heathrow and
Shenfield can connect with the central tunnels without the need to change at
Paddington and Liverpool Street respectively as soon as possible after the
opening of the central section of the railway. The earliest expected date for this is
autumn 2022.
When this phase launches, services from Reading and Heathrow will operate
through to Abbey Wood. Services from Shenfield will operate through to
Paddington. The service in the central section between Paddington and
Whitechapel will be 24 trains per hour during the peak.

2023

The final milestone will be no later than May 2023, when a fully integrated timetable
will be in place, allowing seamless travel across the entire line.

The Elizabeth line
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LONDON’S
NEWEST RAILWAY
• All 41 stations will be step-free to
platform level, staffed from first to
the last train, with a ‘turn up and go’
service offered to anyone needing
assistance.
• New journey options across central
London will cut journey times to key
destinations including the City and
Canary Wharf.
• Urban realm improvements including
better walking and cycling facilities.
• Improved customer information at all
stations including real time journey
information.
• Fully integrated with the TfL network,
interchanges with other services
including Tube, DLR, London
Overground and National Rail services.
• Spacious, walkthrough trains with
dedicated spaces for wheelchair users
and separate multi-use spaces for
buggies and luggage.
• Designed for future growth with
stations built to accommodate an
additional two carriages per train.
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PADDINGTON:
A NEW GATEWAY FOR LONDON

Ticket hall

Platforms

• Entrances from Eastbourne Terrace,
Departures Road, and Paddington
mainline station.
• Large and bright space, open at each
end to street level.
• A 90-metre clear opening is covered by
a 120-metre-long steel and glass
canopy 10 metres above the ground.
• The glass canopy allows natural light
to flood the concourse and helps
fresh air circulate throughout.
• Light brick panels decorate walls and
help absorb noise.

• Natural light reaches the platforms.
• Platform level interchange with the
Bakerloo line via a new fully
accessible passenger tunnel.
• Bronze clad elliptical columns carry
the weight of the road above.
• Concrete coffered ceiling integrates
lighting and acoustic panels.
• Circular lights resemble lily pads,
inspired by Wyatt’s geometric designs.

More than just a station

Inspired by the work of Isambard Kingdom Brunel and Matthew Digby Wyatt,
the new station incorporates the DNA of their original grand design. The station
is designed to make the most of daylight and built to Brunel’s 10-foot grid pattern,
resulting in a contemporary and elegant addition to the existing Grade I listed
mainline building.
The Elizabeth line

Urban realm improvements along
Departures Road features new seating
under the glazed canopy, information
screens and improved access to the
mainline station, buses and taxis.
A new entrance on Eastbourne Terrace
provides access to the mainline station.
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BOND STREET:
A MODERN-CLASSICAL DESIGN

Western ticket hall

Eastern ticket hall

• Open ticket hall on Davies Street with
high ceilings wrapped by colonnades
and filled with natural light.
• Tall bronze grille doors fold shut to
close the station at night.
• Materials of red sandstone and
bronze.
• A sculptural bronze ceiling filled with
acoustic panels helps to absorb noise.

• Open ticket hall on Hanover Square
with high ceilings wrapped by
colonnades and filled with
natural light.
• Tall bronze grille doors fold shut to
close the station at night.
• Materials of Portland stone and
bronze.
• Bronze panels within the ticket hall
help to absorb noise.

More than just a station

The new Bond Street station takes its design inspiration from the historic buildings,
art galleries and the vibrant retail scene around the station, to fit seamlessly within
the heart of London’s West End.

The Elizabeth line

Paved pedestrian walkways, wider
footpaths and improved lighting will
improve the experience around the
station. Alongside the station’s eastern
ticket hall is Medici Courtyard, one of the
first public courtyards to open in Mayfair
for more than a century.
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TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD:
STRIKING CONTRASTS

Western ticket hall

Eastern ticket hall

• A new entrance on Dean Street.
• Cinematic and theatrical design
inspired by the nightlife of Soho.
• Granite, black glass and stainless
steel.
• Bespoke lighting drums suspended
from the exposed concrete ceiling
model stage lights.

• Entrance within St Giles Circus
integrated ticket hall.
• Bright, 1960s modernist design
inspired by Centre Point.
• Glass and steel entrances will flood
the space with natural light during the
day and form a lantern at night.
• Striking red and white glass features
the street map of Soho, with roundels
to mark station entrances.

More than just a station

The new Tottenham Court Road station takes its design cues from the ground above;
the architecture of nearby buildings and the Soho street pattern, coupled with the
nightlife and theatres of London’s vibrant West End.

The Elizabeth line

The areas directly around the station
entrances have been enhanced with
new paving, wider footpaths, lighting
and landscaping. New housing, shops,
offices, and a 600-seat theatre will add
to local facilities. A new pedestrianised
walkway will link Charing Cross Road
and Soho Square.
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FARRINGDON:
CELEBRATING CRAFTSMANSHIP

Western ticket hall

Eastern ticket hall

• Entrance on Cowcross Street via
a joint ticket hall with Thameslink.
• The diamond patterned concrete
ceiling references the nearby
Hatton Garden Jewellery Quarter.
• The geometry of the ceiling reflects
the alignments of the Thameslink
and Elizabeth line.
• The shape of the ticket hall aids
intuitive wayfinding, drawing you
down into the Elizabeth line.
• Gold stainless steel wall panels
help to absorb noise.

• The entrance on Long Lane is the
smallest ticket hall of the new central
stations.
• It is designed to open up across three
sides and feel like an extension of the
outside.
• The concrete coffered ceiling
references the Barbican’s brutalist
architecture.
• Gold stainless steel wall panels help
to absorb noise.
• Yorkstone paving is used in the
eastern ticket hall, a common material
in the City of London.
• Inclined glass lifts transport
passengers with restricted mobility
to the platforms.

More than just a station
The goldsmiths, watchmakers, ironmongers, blacksmiths of the area and the
brutalist architecture of the Barbican provide the design inspiration at
Farringdon station.

The Elizabeth line

New paving, street furniture and
lighting enhances the public realm
around the station entrances. New
offices above each ticket hall will
increase local facilities.
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LIVERPOOL STREET:
MAXIMISING SPACE & LIGHT

Western ticket hall

Eastern ticket hall

• The 65 metres wide entrance at
Moorgate is framed by angled blue
glass.
• Materials of concrete, glass,
stainless steel and terrazzo tiles.
• The Moorgate ticket hall connects to
a 175-metre-long tunnel linking to
the Northern line.
• The two ticket halls are connected
under Finsbury Circus by a central
concourse and two platforms that
are over 200 metres long.

• Entrance at Broadgate through a
five-metre-high glazed canopy
which leads down into the ticket hall.
• Inclined glass lifts transport
passengers with restricted
mobility through the station.
• Materials of concrete, glass,
stainless steel and terrazzo tiles.
• Both ticket halls have ceilings made
of ribbed precast concrete which helps
absorb noise and glows with indirect
light.

More than just a station

The new station stretches from Moorgate in the west to Broadgate in the east.
A shallow ceiling maximises the space and forms a striking geometrical feature
of both ticket halls.

The Elizabeth line

Paved pedestrian zones with new
crossings, passenger pick up zones,
new signage and landscaping
enhanced the public realm around
the station entrances. These
improvements change the focus from
vehicles to pedestrians and this
allows for clear pedestrian flows in
and out of the station.
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YOUR NEW EAST-WEST RAILWAY
London’s newest railway will be an accessible route of 41 stations from Reading and
Heathrow in the west, through central London and to Shenfield and Abbey Wood in
the east.

ELIZABETH LINE

When fully open the Elizabeth line will reduce congestion by increasing central
London’s rail capacity by 10 per cent and will bring an additional 1.5 million people
within 45 minutes of central London. It will improve journey times, offer more choice
and deliver an accessible world class experience for millions of passengers each year.

High-frequency,
high-capacity services
When fully open 24 trains per hour at
peak will run between Paddington and
Whitechapel. The Elizabeth line will
enable new journey options and make
major international gateways such as
Heathrow more accessible.

The Elizabeth line

New trains

Ten new fully accessible stations

31 upgraded stations

•
•
•
•

All Elizabeth line stations will be
step-free from street to platform,
with level boarding to the new stations
between Paddington and Abbey Wood,
and at Heathrow. A ‘turn up and go’
service will be available at every station
for passengers who need assistance
boarding and alighting trains.

• New lifts and footbridges provide a
step-free experience from street to
platform.
• New ticket halls, ticket machines,
information screens, toilets and
waiting rooms.
• All stations staffed from first to
last train.

Nine walk-though carriages.
Space for 1,500 people.
Air-conditioning.
CCTV, Wi-Fi and live travel
information.
• Energy efficient.
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WHITECHAPEL:
CONNECTING COMMUNITIES

Ticket hall

Platforms

• Entrances from Whitechapel Road and
Durward Street.
• The elevated ticket hall lets in fresh
air and filters natural light to the
platforms below.
• Green roof topped with
environmentally friendly sedum
plants improves biodiversity and
reduces noise.
• Architectural patterns of a bell sound
wave reflect the area’s historic links
with bell making.

• Bright underground spaces with
curved, sweeping corners to ease
passenger flow.
• Lighting provides intuitive
wayfinding.
• Acoustic panels help to reduce noise.

More than just a station
Whitechapel station has been designed to fit seamlessly into the surrounding urban
environment. The new station sits on a bridge over the existing Hammersmith & City
and District lines and London Overground. It features a new pedestrian link between
Whitechapel Road and a new entrance on Durward Street improving access for
local communities.
The Elizabeth line

The area to the front of the Whitechapel
Road entrance has been improved with
new paving and bollards. To the north of
the station, a new public square with a
raised landscaped area and cycle racks is
planned.
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CANARY WHARF:
A VIBRANT URBAN DESTINATION

Ticket hall

Platforms

• Entrances from the promenade level
of Crossrail Place and from the retail
level above the station.
• Light and bright ticket hall.
• Eight escalators framed by canary
yellow glass lead to platforms.
• Materials of pale terracotta, glass,
stainless steel and light terrazzo tiles.

• Perforated acoustic panels help
to reduce noise.
• Darker colour palette is a direct
contrast from the light ticket hall
and aids intuitive wayfinding.
• Materials of terracotta, glass,
stainless steel and dark terrazzo tiles.

More than just a station

The new Canary Wharf station sits in the waters of North Dock. Its architecture is
inspired by the maritime heritage of the local area and the materials of the
Canary Wharf estate.

The Elizabeth line

The new station sits below five levels of
mixed-use development providing new
shops, restaurants and leisure
facilities. Topped by a 310-metre-long
timber lattice roof with air-filled
cushions, the canopy lets in light and
rain for the natural irrigation of the
rooftop garden. The garden features
plant species from historic trading
destinations of the east and west, once
visited by the ships that used the dock.
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CUSTOM HOUSE:
BRIDGING BUSINESS & COMMUNITY

Image by Benedict Johnson

Custom House station

Newham Trackside Wall

• A new footbridge connects Victoria
Dock Road, ExCeL and DLR.
• Station entrances from the footbridge
and DLR.
• Precast concrete panels form the
two-storey station building.
• Air-filled translucent pillows form the
roof, providing shelter.
• Local street geometry is expressed
in the structural frame, ceilings and
flooring alignment and pattern.
• Open nature of the station helps
intuitive wayfinding.

A leading figure in the British art scene,
Sonia Boyce OBE RA has created a public
artwork deeply reflective of the local
community, with local residents
contributing stories. Over 170 of these
stories have been woven into the final
piece. Measuring two kilometres in
length, the public art installation runs
through Custom House, Silvertown
and North Woolwich and is one of
the longest artworks in the UK.

More than just a station
Bound by the DLR and ExCeL London on one side, high voltage cables above and
Victoria Dock Road to the other side, Custom House station had to fit in a complex
site. The simple design of Custom House is inspired by the geometry of the
intersection between Victoria Dock Road and Freemasons Road.
The Elizabeth line

The public space around the station has
been improved, with new landscaping,
lighting, signage and cycle parking.
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WOOLWICH:
SUPPORTING REGENERATION

Ticket hall

Platforms

• Spacious and open entrance on Dial
Arch Square filled with natural light
from skylights above.
• Opens onto a generous forecourt and
the greenery of Dial Arch Square.
• Brickwork is a modern interpretation
of the historic buildings nearby.
• Entrance through a 30-metre-wide
portal clad in bronze featuring a rifling
pattern, reminiscent of local military
industry and heritage.

• Wide concrete columns are wrapped
in architectural bronze.
• Red and blue, and red, blue and yellow
features are nods respectively to the
Royal Engineers and Royal Artillery,
both with long historical associations
with Woolwich.
• Perforated acoustic panels help
to reduce noise.
• Bright and spacious to ease
passenger flow.

More than just a station
Inspired by the Royal Arsenal site, the station makes reference to the military
history of the surrounding area. The new station is a key part of a new master plan
on the Royal Arsenal site which includes 3,750 new homes and new cultural,
heritage, commercial and leisure facilities.
The Elizabeth line

The pattern of bronze memorial
coins for the families of the fallen in
the Great War, once manufactured
locally, is featured on the station
building facade.
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ABBEY WOOD:
A TERMINUS INSPIRED BY
ANCIENT WOODLANDS

Ticket hall

Platforms

• Entrance on Harrow Manorway flyover
with easy access to onward journeys
by bus.
• Spacious and open, filled with natural
light from a glass wall entrance.
• Larch wood is used for the ceiling,
a reference to the historic woodlands
close by.
• Zinc is used on the station roof,
a highly sustainable material.

• Two island platforms provide an
interchange between the Elizabeth
line and the North Kent Line.
• Wooden benches provide seating for
passengers to wait under a canopy.
• Additional entrance on the Elizabeth
line platforms leads to Felixstowe
Road.

More than just a station
An accessible, safe and welcoming space, the building and its surroundings act as a
thoroughfare between the railway and the new pedestrian spaces. The ticket hall is
elevated above the railway, connecting it to the Harrow Manorway flyover.

The Elizabeth line

The design of the station and urban
realm is helping create a strong civic
centre for the area and is also
providing a catalyst for regeneration
in Abbey Wood.
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UPGRADING THE
SURFACE RAIL NETWORK

Three quarters of the Elizabeth line runs above ground on the existing rail
network through outer London, Buckinghamshire, Berkshire and Essex.
A direct route

Upgrading the network

When the Elizabeth line is fully open,
passengers travelling from Reading
and Heathrow in the west and from
Shenfield in the east will be able to
directly travel to stations in central
London without needing to change
trains.

Network Rail has completed a major
upgrade of the existing railway including
a new flyover, dive under, bay platforms,
electrification, track works and new train
stabling.

The Elizabeth line

Refreshed stations ready for the
next 100 years

Working together for wider
improvements

Stations along the route are being
transformed by Network Rail and TfL
to provide step-free access, longer
platforms to accommodate the
Elizabeth line trains, new spacious
ticket halls, refurbished toilets and
waiting rooms and other facilities.

In addition, works to improve the urban
realm surrounding a number of stations
have been carried out by TfL and local
authorities to complement the new
station facilities. These improvements
include changes to road layouts and
pavements, as well as public spaces
and cycle parking.
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OLD OAK
COMMON DEPOT

HIGH-FREQUENCY,
HIGH-CAPACITY TRAINS

A fleet of 70 new 200-metre-long
trains purpose-built by Alstom
in Derby will run on the Elizabeth line.

The new, high-capacity trains feature:
• Nine walk-through carriages capable
of carrying up to 1,500 passengers.
• Comfortable journeys with
temperature-controlled
air-conditioning.

• Four dedicated wheelchair spaces as
well as separate multi-use spaces for
buggies and luggage.

The maintenance facilities at Old Oak
Common will play a crucial role in the
day-to-day operation of the Elizabeth
line.

The depot is environmentally friendly
incorporating heating and cooling from
ground sources, solar photovoltaic
panels and rainwater harvesting to
wash trains.

The depot incorporates an automatic
vehicle inspection system which
increases reliability by scanning and
analysing trains as they enter the
depot, reducing the overall time
needed for maintenance.

• Quick and easy boarding via three sets
of double doors on each carriage.

• Carriages fitted with intelligent
lighting, saving energy.

• CCTV throughout the train.

• Real-time travel information in each
carriage for easy journey planning.

• Able to seamlessly transition between
the Elizabeth line’s three signalling
systems at speed.

The Elizabeth line

A new state-of-the-art depot at Old Oak
Common will house and maintain 42 of
the Elizabeth line’s 70 new trains at a
time.

• Wi-Fi.
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OPERATING
THE ELIZABETH LINE

MAINTAINING
THE ELIZABETH LINE

Alongside the building of the railway
has been a programme of training and
exercises to build the knowledge, skills
and confidence of the staff who will
operate the Elizabeth line when
launched. Control Centre staff,
maintenance staff and more, will work
around the clock to keep the railway
running day-to-day.
The Tunnelling and Underground
Academy (TUCA), located in Ilford, was
used to provide the necessary skills for
construction and tunnelling earlier in the
Crossrail project. This facility has now
been converted into a training centre for
Elizabeth line staff and includes a mock
station ‘West Ilford’.

The Elizabeth line

New cutting-edge maintenance trains
will use the latest in railway technology
to deliver the high levels of monitoring
and maintenance that TfL will require
for the Elizabeth line. These include a
48-metre-long rail milling train that
can scan the rails using electromagnetic
crack detection, looking for any defects.
If it identifies any issues with the track,
it can mill the surface of the rail to
remove defects and cracks, reducing
wear on the new Elizabeth line train
wheels and the tracks.
Two multi-purpose engineering trains
can be configured for different purposes
including rail replacement and working
on overhead line equipment and contain
a water tank and jet for drainage
clearance and tunnel cleaning.
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BENEFITTING BUSINESSES
ACROSS THE UK

Elizabeth line signage in production at AJ Wells & Sons, Isle of Wight.

People in every region across the UK
have helped to deliver the Elizabeth line.
The impact of the Crossrail project on
the UK economy and employment has
shown that businesses from around the
UK have benefited from work connected
to the delivery of the Elizabeth line.
• 96 per cent of contracts awarded went
to companies within the UK.
• 62 per cent of suppliers were based
outside of London.
• 62 per cent of Tier 1 suppliers and
72 per cent of Tier 2 suppliers
have been SMEs.
The Elizabeth line

During construction the Crossrail
project has supported thousands of
jobs all around the UK. It has trained
a new generation of engineers in
tunnelling, underground construction
and railway engineering through the
purpose built academy in Ilford.
It has recruited over 1,000 apprentices,
injecting new talent into the
construction industry. Hundreds
more will be employed by TfL,
MTR Elizabeth line and the wider
supply chain in the operation and
maintenance of the new railway.
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The Elizabeth line: Route Map

